I. INTRODUCTION

A large amount of web services exist that support and facilitate the development, deployment and invocation of various distributed applications over the web. The web services may be related to e-commerce, educational, commercial and many other fields. With the rapid emergence of web service, there is a need of a proficient technique for efficient retrieval of required web data and services. The main drawback is that majority of service descriptions are syntax based. The traditional web service discovery process was syntactic in nature. It used keyword matching techniques to search the appropriate web services. Due to this, there results could not accurately match the given service request.

Semantic description is the base for automated service discovery. Web Service Description Language (WSDL) [4] document contains semantic tagged service descriptions that are required for web service discovery. The service requester is unaware of all this semantic concepts. Hence, many web services relevant to the service request may not be considered for the discovery process. To address the above issues, we introduce the Hybrid Web Search (HWS) approach which overcomes these issues interrelated to the discovery process. HWS uses Semantic Service Description instead of the traditional syntax based keyword matching technique because it combines semantics along with syntax to get better results.

II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Linda I. Terlouw et al. [1] have proposed an approach for service specification which contributed a method for service-orientation. The Web Service Definition Language (WSDL) and Universal Description Discovery Integration (UDDI) form the basic standards of service interfaces and service registries. But they prove to be inefficient to present the exact behaviour and understanding of a service. Based on the work proposed by the authors, the concept of service definition, service classification, and service specification framework are enlightened. K. Tamilarasi et al. [2] have proposed an indexing mechanism to be combined with the traditional UDDI for efficient discovery of web services. The mechanism is based on two QoS parameters namely response time and relevancy which forms an efficient framework for efficient discovery of web services. The authors have evaluated the proposed framework by implementing the algorithm and then comparing its performance with the traditional UDDI discovery. The proposed algorithm retrieves and decreases the response time of discovery. Also only related web services are fetched to the requestor thus eradicating the irrelevant web services. Wenge Rong and Kecheng Liu [3] have proposed the work which presents a summary of the field of context aware web service discovery and discusses its importance in the discovery domain. Their approach faced some challenges in its service discovery process and discussed the possibilities that will enhance the overall process. Seemal Asif and Philip Webb [4] have presented an overview of some of middleware technologies which can be used to integrate different software systems. After analysing different ways of software integration it is clear that every technique and architecture has its own implications. This review helped the research of the system which is under development in the Aero-structure Assembly and Systems Installation Research Group of Cranfield University.

Nicoleta Preda et al. [5] have proposed an algorithm which aims to regain critical data from the database. The task of Information Extraction (IE) from the databases is a critical issue due to web service symmetry. Existing web services proposed by various authors are black box and hard-coded. The traditional IE usually takes benefits of NLP techniques such as lexicons and grammars, whereas Web IE adapts machine learning and pattern mining techniques. Considering the above issue the authors have proposed a scheme that tries to overcome the problem of web service symmetry which results in faster execution of query since it dynamically executes the services. Anthony Zukas and Robert J. Price [6] have presented an overview of the Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) technique which is used for document categorization. The benefit of using LSI technology is that it does not depend on auxiliary structure and is also language independent. The use of LSI actuates automatic document categorization, information retrieval in a
III. OVERVIEW OF PROPOSED APPROACH

A. Overview of Hybrid Web Search (HWS)

Our data discovery process is based on the semantic analysis of the web service [9] and its relevant service request. In our proposed framework, execution of the data discovery process is defined under the semantic categorization of the data and semantic enhancement of the service request. Initially, the semantic categorization of the data is done offline at UDDI. The services published in the UDDI are classified depending on its functional characteristics. The categorization unit is executed just once and is not dependent on any service request. Semantic categorization corresponds to the Ontology Framework and individual web services are symbolized as vector depending on the input and output parameters of services and also their service descriptions. The service description vector along with the ontology concepts set the base of semantic categorization. The data is further labelled with their providers name in order to identify each group individually based on their parameters. The tModel based on the ontology concept are created in the registry using which we can fetch the data to signify the associated semantic descriptions [10].

A key aspect of the data discovery process is enhancement of the service request. The unprocessed service request undergoes a process of enhancement and is distorted to a service request vector. At the initial stages, ontological terms [11] are used for enhancing the service request. Further, semantic ranking is retrieved from the ontology linking to transform the service request into an enhanced service request. This enhanced service request is then matched against the refined collection of data in order to select the most appropriate data from the database. Semantic similarity-based matching [12] [13] does the task of matching the data from the set of database with the service request based on the requestor’s functionality. We use Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) Model [14] [15] to measure the similarity metric for semantic similarity-based service matching.

Most web services are described in the WSDL file. The service descriptions available in the WSDL file is a key feature for semantic-based categorization and semantic enhancement of service request. So including semantic descriptions in web services which extracts the functional behaviour will lead to easy discovery and integration of services.

B. Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)

Latent Dirichlet Allocation is a generative statistical model in natural language processing that permits sets of observations to be described by unobserved groups which explain why some piece of data are similar [18]. LDA is a common method used for topic modelling that helps to figure out the type of the document. LDA treats a document just as a collection of topics where each topic has some particular probability of generating a particular word.

LDA generative process:
Step 1: For each document:
   Step 1.1: Choose a distribution over topic weights.
Step 2: For every word in the document:
   Step 2.1: Choose a topic from the distribution of topics.
   Step 2.2: Chosen a topic, draw a word from the distribution over vocabulary.

C. Architecture of Hybrid Web Search (HWS)

This section describes the architecture and the key steps of the proposed approach. The HWS approach illustrates the Semantic Based Data Discovery Process [19] under three stages.

1. Data Categorization

The first step of the HWS approach involves setting the outline for semantic based data categorization. Data categorization deals with the organization of the database under different functional categories. The movie information which will be fetched at the second stage of the process will be stored under the categorical layout created at stage one to enhance the semantic value of the system.
The semantic data categorization is carried out by the Rule Settings section of the system and the Provider’s which work under the portal unit also plays an important role in the functional categorization of data. The provider creates different sections in the database to ease the search of the required data during the result generation [20]. Rules are set for each channel handled by the provider which acts as a filter while fetching the result. The rules support categorization of the data under its behavioural categories which boosts the semantic value of the movie data.

2. Data Storage

The semantic based data storage is the second stage of the HWS approach. The movie data is fetched and stored in the database under the functional categories which we had set at stage one. The movie data is fetched from the OMDb API which is an open movie database. The task of fetching the data from this legitimate web service is done by the Package Exporter unit of the system. The data is fetched by the Fetch Algorithm which extracts the movie details from the OMDb API site and save the details in XML format in our database. XML emphasizes simplicity and is both human readable and machine readable which therefore supports our semantic approach.

3. Data Request Enhancement

The semantic based data request enhancement does the augmentation of the service request to filter the possible outputs. The data request is enhanced by adding the data description related to the requested movie data which helps to specify the required output. For instance, the genre of the movie can be specified and its value like action or comedy will be mentioned in the search section to narrow the search in specific section. The enhancement of the service request is done by adding description to the search which relates to the ontology properties.

4. Semantic Similarity based Data Matching

LDA is a generative model in which a statistical approach is projected for modelling text documents by determining latent semantic topics in huge collections of text corpora. LDA utilizes the semantics in the text as the words in the document enclose strong semantic information.

IV. DETAILS OF IMPLEMENTATION

This section explains the flow within the modules of the web service and gives propaganda of the modules of the system. The system contains three modules which are Admin, Channel and Portal. The Admin is the chief module which handles the various units of the system. The units under Admin module are Channel Registration, Portal Registration, Rule Settings, UDDI Registry and Result which are shown in figure which show flow of implementation. Initially, the channel and portal registration procedure is performed offline by the backend users. Users are registered for the available channel and the portal assigns providers for each channel which creates a base for categorization of the data. Rule Settings are set for each channel which categorizes the movies according to the semantics of the movie information available. The rule settings unit under the admin module defines the rules for different channels based on which the validation at the UDDI unit is done. These activities create a layout for the categorization of data in the database.

The channel module contains the Package Exporter unit whose task is to fetch the data. The Fetch algorithm extracts the movie details from the OMDb API site and saves it in the movie database in a format that supports the semantics of the web service. The portal module validates the movie details against the rule settings. The details of all the fetched movies can be viewed at the UDDI registry unit and for each movie fetched a unique ID is assigned. For each package ID of a movie, a tModel is to be created based on the semantic descriptions present.
The task of the web service is to output all the related movie information which contains the semantic descriptions mentioned as input. The searching pattern is based on the semantic descriptions so the web service is termed as a semantic web service. Semantic enhancement of the data request is performed at the result unit by semantic filtration of the service request. Matching the data request with the required information in the database is the task of the LDA algorithm [15] which accomplishes the semantic matching.

V. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

The Result analysis of our approach is explained in this section and it is measured on the basis of some parameters. The parameters considered here are Accuracy and Time and the algorithms to be compared are LSI (existing system algorithm) and LDA (proposed system algorithm). These algorithms are used for faster and more accurate data retrieval and the main task of these algorithms is indexing.

A. Accuracy

LSI Algorithm and LDA Algorithm both describe mathematical models that are designed to be used for information retrieval i.e. returning search results. The functioning of LSI is different from that of LDA though they have some common features in them. LSI examines the words used in a document and looks for their relationship. LSI has major weakness i.e. ambiguity as it cannot differentiate between for example office and Microsoft office. LDA groups the words into topics and they can exist in more than one topic. LDA tackles ambiguity by comparing a document to two topics and determining which topic is closer to the document. The results achieved by LDA algorithm are more accurate than those compared to LSI algorithm. The graphical analysis shows that the LDA algorithm is approximately 14% more efficient in terms of accuracy than the LSI algorithm.

![Figure 5.1 Accuracy Measurement Chart](image)

B. Time

We propose an approach which uses a probabilistic model called LDA for information retrieval. LDA uses the bag of words concept, thus it is a collection of words under a topic. So it is more time efficient than LSI in consideration to the time constraint.

![Figure 5.2 Time Comparison Chart](image)

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE

The traditional syntax-based approach for service discovery does not emphasize the use of semantics in the service discovery process due to which only few services which match the exact keywords are focused. Using our HWS approach the service discovery process starts encapsulating the semantic aspects of the web descriptions leading to an automated service discovery process. Our HWS approach is derived using the features extracted from semantic service categorization and semantic service enhancement. The categorization of the services depends on the ontology framework which classifies the web services according to their functional characteristics. This leads in better matching process by creating a narrow group of web services which helps to retrieve the appropriate services based on the service descriptions specified. The LDA technique is used for semantic similarity matching between the web service description and the web service request.

In general, multiple services have to be discovered so that they collectively match a service request. It should be possible to exploit ontologies, and explicitly return the sequence of individual service invocations to be executed in order to achieve the required composite service. When no full match is feasible, a flexible corresponding approach could be formed to return partial matches and imply additional inputs that would fabricate a full match by capturing the dependencies amid the matched services. This has several fascinating research issues. Another avenue for future work is to construct an interactive, intellectual service composer that is semantically guided to position the target service components step by step. We also aim to extend our ontology framework and explore additional mapping tools to better convey a service request to search for appropriate concepts. Finally, as part of the service discovery procedure we will discover associating semantic weights to the
retrieved set of web services for valuable semantic ranking of the results.
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